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Opinion

Currently, various techniques are used to prevent hematomas, including drainage tubes, fibrin glue, quilting sutures and tie-over dressings [1]. Considered fibrin glue failed to influence the incidence of postoperative seromas on a systematic review of randomized controlled trials. The technique issued by Roh NK did indeed significantly decrease the incidence of hematomas [2]. We have applied this technique in our daily practice and still encountered some hematomas. We tried to solve these problems and would like to share our experiences in this letter. The tie-over bandage was crucial for preventing hematomas. The patients were scheduled to remove the tie-over bandage on the third day. We found the color was rusty to black instead of reddish, which means the active bleeding might occur mainly in the first 1-2 days and we can deduce that removal of the bandage on the third day is feasible. Although quilting sutures reduced the occurrence of hematomas, we still subsequently found a few hematomas and seromas with a particular presentation in between the quilting sutures after removing the tie-over bondage at 3 days post-operatively.

Once hematomas or seromas were found, we removed the quilting sutures immediately, dislodged old blood clots and cared the wound again. According to our experiences, the situation would be improved completely but wound healing time may be delayed and the risk of partial skin flap necrosis may be increased. Additionally, the scar may appear more obvious. In order to solve these problems, the first method we thought was to increase the number of sutures based on the size of axilla. Sometimes, the number of sutures may be increased twice. This method seems to be able to further decrease the incidence of hematomas and seromas. The second method we used was to make 2-3mm incisions by no. 11 blade between the quilting sutures so that subcutaneous blood and transudate could flow out through the incisions. We had published the second method on JPRAS online.

However, some patients still suffered hematomas occasionally due to personal body constitution. After careful observation, we found that oozing occurred more commonly in those patients who had special body constitution while undertaking surgery. Unfortunately, the bleeding point could not be identified during surgery so it was difficult to stop bleeding by electro cauterization. An increase in the number of quilting sutures could possibly solve this situation, but some patients still suffered hematomas or large blood stasis. Therefore, we tried another method, pressing the gauze firmly with our palm on the patient’s skin flap and subcutaneous tissue for 20 minutes to enhance coagulation effects after apocrine gland removal and before quilting suture [3]. Accidentally, we found that oozing phenomena were significantly improved and the incidence of hematomas was effectively decreased on clinical observation.

Conclusion

Now I use the following three methods simultaneously to prevent hematomas:

a. Pressing the gauze firmly with the palm over the skin flap for 20 minutes to enhance coagulations.
b. Increasing the number of sutures
c. Making incisions between sutures. Share these three additional methods here, hoping that the incidence of postoperative hematomas could be decreased further.
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